
Topic Home Learning Week 5 Block 6 

  

 
Starter: 
8. The pirates parley and the black spot 

Watch: https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-
video/english-ks2-treasure-island-pt8/zvbkhbk 

The Hispaniola is safely moored - Jim has seized it from the pirates single-handed. 

Jim makes his way back to the stockade, assuming he'll return to a hero's welcome. But when 

Jim enters the stockade he discovers it has been taken by the pirates. Silver explains that 

when it became apparent that the ship had gone a deal was struck: the pirates took the 

stockade and in return the Squire, Dr Livesey and Captain Smollett were given their 

freedom. 

Jim is invited to join the pirates in their venture but Jim is having none of it and reveals that 

it is he - Jim - who has been the author of all their problems.  

The pirates are restless and retire to have a 'parley'. At the end of it they return to tell Silver 

that Jim Hawkins should die. And they also give Silver 'the black spot'. But they have made 

a blunder - the black spot has been placed on a page of a bible and thus has no effect. 

At this moment Silver is able to regain control of the situation by revealing that he also has 

the map - and the pirates begin to celebrate, believing that soon they will be rich. 
 

 
Task: 

Write a diary in role as Jim Hawkins explaining how he felt during his meeting 
with Long John Silver and the Pirates. 

The Pirates were close to killing him but Long John Silver saved him by telling 
the pirates they needed Jim as a hostage. 

You can use my example as an opener: 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/english-ks2-treasure-island-pt8/zvbkhbk
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/english-ks2-treasure-island-pt8/zvbkhbk


Dear Diary, 

Today started out well when I told LJS that I was the one who caused all his 
misery and now he was doomed. I even tried to strike a deal with him by 
offering to … 

 

 

 


